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Dolce and Gabanna enlis ted several photographers  including Bruce Gilden for its  new campaign. Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

With the holidays over, luxury brands are gearing up for spring and looking for new ways to celebrate the season.

Spring has not yet sprung, but luxury brands' spring campaigns are popping up. In addition, other labels are focusing
on sustainability and transparency.

Here are the top five brand moments from last week, in alphabetical order:

Italian fashion house Dolce & Gabbana shared its feminine visions for the upcoming season with the help of
different photographers.

Dolce & Gabbana's spring/summer 2019 campaign was shot by seven photographers who each brought their own
interpretations to the collection. In the same vein as other campaigns for the label, each photographer captured the
vibrancy of the Italian culture that is central to the brand (see story).

Almada Negreiros  with his  centaurs  at the Hotel Ritz in Lisbon. Image credit: Four Seasons

Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts spotlighted the artists whose work is found around one of its
famed hotels in a new video series.
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Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon has launched the "Unscripted" series on the brand's YouTube channel. Luxury
hospitality brands are increasingly connecting different properties to unique cultural perspectives to appeal to more
experiential travelers (see story).

Gucci's  The Alchemis t's  Garden. Image credit: Gucci

Italian fashion label Gucci explored the chemistry of perfume in a fragrance collection that aims to inspire
consumers to customize their scent.

The Alchemist's Garden features a series of perfumes and a scented candle that are designed to be layered and
combined. As consumers crave individuality, Gucci is giving them the tools to be their own fragrance designer,
expanding beyond its array of premixed juices to more traditional perfumery (see story).

Selfridges  is  bringing public art to its  window displays . Image credit: Selfridges

British department store chain Selfridges embraced the intersection of art and fashion with a creative campaign that
spans stores and digital channels.

The newly announced "State of The Arts" initiative is influencing everything from Selfridges' window displays and
product offerings to podcast episodes. Retailers continue to seek ways to differentiate their in-store and online
experiences from competitors' (see story).

Tiffany and Co. puts  sus tainability under a magnifying glass

U.S. jeweler T iffany and Co.'s heightened push to be transparent with diamond sourcing exhibits just how important
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ethical gem origin is today, and why brands need to let customers know where their jewelry comes from.

Tiffany is taking a large step in revealing where its diamonds come from in an effort to be more transparent with its
customers and better serve the ethical-focused consumer of today. Through social media and greater product
details in addition to more ethical services rolling out in the future, T iffany is hoping to solidify confidence for
customers when purchasing with its brand (see story).
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